Because Downward Facing Dog is Better in the G-Spot!

Yoga has come to Leverett!

Sundays at noon in the G-spot in G tower $5 for the whole semester

questions? email udler@fas.harvard.edu

“I love yoga!” –Gwyneth Paltrow

“Yoga starts with Y.” –Big Bird

“Be sure to bring a towel.” –Tina Yothers

Your Friendly HoCo Says,

"Get Excited For…"

Nov. 17th

Harvard-Yale - make sure to get your Harvard Ale mug at Leverett’s tailgate

Dec. 1st

Winter Tri Formal at the Park Plaza with Quincy and Winthrop

---

SAVE THE DATE…

Leverett Coffeehouse

December 8th

8pm—11pm in the dining hall

Want to share your talent (music, dance, poetry reading, plate spinning, hog calling, etc)?

Want to join the committee to help plan or volunteer to help set up?

Contact Resident Tutor David Miyamoto at david_miyamoto@student.hms.harvard.edu.

---

Imagination is the one weapon in the war against reality. — Jules de Gautier

---

Happy Birthday Dear Leverett

NOVEMBER

14 — Jason Armstrong, Emily Sarah Caplan

15 — Esteban Real, Lane Koster

17 — Jeff Munns

18 — Cecily Flemings, PK Nunoo, Oscar Guido

21 — Istvan Zollei

23 — Faisal Khalid, Justin Haynes

24 — Justin Denham

25 — Laney McClain, Justin Munns, Edward Naim

---

O-geki desu ka?

Interested in Japan? Apply for the Kawamura Fellowship, and go to Japan to work for 5 weeks, meeting with important political, business, and arts figures, experiencing the best of Japanese food and culture. All expenses are provided for, as well as a generous stipend that allows for other travel in Asia. An excellent, unique opportunity. Deadline is January 10th. For more information, contact Alex Rampell at rampell@fas.

---

E-mail Hare Today Editrix Stephanie Murg (murg@fas or haretoday@leverett.harvard.edu) with your submission or submit online.

Brevity is a virtue!

TOP 8 CALLS RECEIVED BY THE FIG NEWTONS COMPLAINT LINE

(Courtesy of Late Night with David Letterman)

8. “The Newtons ain’t figgy enough”

7. “The figs ain’t Newtony enough”

6. “Am I speaking to Mr. Newton?”

5. “Yeah, great product, except for one small detail -- they’re made from figs”

4. “You sound familiar. Didn’t you work at the Chips Ahoy complaint line?”

3. “Do you make Ham Newtons?”

2. “Why is the Fig Newtons complaint line always busy?”

1. “Do you offer any other nauseating fig-based products?”

---

Happy Birthday Dear Leverett!

---

Go for the Internship, Stay for the Fries

---

Imagination is the one weapon in the war against reality. — Jules de Gautier

---

Your Friendly HoCo Says, “Get Excited For…”

Nov. 17th

Harvard-Yale - make sure to get your Harvard Ale mug at Leverett’s tailgate

Dec. 1st

Winter Tri Formal at the Park Plaza with Quincy and Winthrop
Run for UC President or Vice-President
Petitions to run for President or Vice President of the Undergraduate Council are available outside the UC Office (8 Holworthy Basement) and are due by 5pm on Nov 16, a Friday. The candidates will be announced on Wednesday, Nov 21. No one under any circumstances may begin to campaign until Monday, Dec 3 at 12:01am. The elections themselves begin at 12:01am on Monday, December 10. They conclude at 11:59pm on Wednesday, December 12. Winners will be announced in the early hours of December 13th.

Contact Election Commission Chair Kyle Hawkins (khawkins@fas) if you have any questions about these elections.

Never confuse a single defeat with a final Defeat.
— F. Scott Fitzgerald

Shuttles, Shuttles Everywhere
Going to Harvard-Yale? The UC’s Harvard-Yale shuttles are the safe, easy, fun, and inexpensive way to get to New Haven and back. Just $10 each way! Tickets will be on sale in front of the Science Center from 11am to 1pm Wed. through Fri., or until supplies run out. Some buses have already sold out. View the complete shuttle schedule at this URL: http://www.hcs.harvard.edu/~hruc/services/yaleshuttle2001.html.

At the IOP Forum on Friday, Nov 16th at 4pm
"The Refugee Crisis in Afghanistan"
A Public Address By: Ruud Lubbers, UN High Commissioner for Refugees.

At the IOP Forum on Thursday, Nov 15th at 8pm
"The Israeli-Palestinian Challenge: A Shared Vision for the Future"
A Civil Discussion With:
YASSER ABED RABBO, A leading spokesman for PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat; Minister of Information and Culture, Palestinian Authority; Member of the PLO Executive Committee since 1971.
EVA BELLIN (Moderator), Associate Professor of Government, Center for Middle Eastern Studies; Harvard University.

It’s Not Easy Being Green
The Green Cup Committee is pleased to announce Pforzheimer as the winner of its energy conservation competition for September, with Leverett coming in third place. Pfoho will rewarded with a Ben and Jerry’s Ice Cream Study Break for making the greatest reduction in its use of water, electricity and heat compared to last year. Unfortunately, electricity use went up for ELEVEN houses! So keep this in mind next time you leave your computer on overnight: it takes a tree over one year to consume the amount of carbon dioxide emitted from powering your computer for less than one week. Studies have shown that turning your computer off when not in use for long periods of time will not damage your hardware and may even increase your computer’s lifetime! For more conservation tips or info about Green Cup, please contact elivia@fas or jhss@fas.

Be the Hare Behind HARE TODAY
* Do you excel at desktop publishing? * Crave tangible, weekly proof of both your procrastinator zeal and Leverett’s embarrassingly vast superiority over all other houses? * Have you ever sought the power to spark and shape mealtime conversations? * Do you read headlines in the Globe (i.e., today’s Jamaica Plain gets streetcars not all desire) and exclaim loudly, ‘Hey, I could do better?’
If so, then perhaps you should consider donning the weighty mantle of Editor-in-Chief of Leverett’s house newsletter. Not unlike the Peace Corps, it’s the toughest job you’ll ever love (but without the passport requirement and that whole jetisoning of worldly possessions clause). If you’re interested or have questions about the position, please e-mail Stephanie (murg@fas), who will be graduating after this semester and would like to avoid a precarious state of editorial interregnum if at all possible.

Stephanie’s Fun Facts
http://www.funfacts.org

• Describing a burden as an albatross around one’s neck originated in "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner," by Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Sailors considered the albatross a lucky omen, probably a sign that they were approaching land. In the poem, when a sailor kills an albatross, his shipmates punish him by making him wear it around his neck. Nothing but ill fortune befalls the ship and eventually everyone perishes except the guy sporting the avian necklace. He prays for deliverance and is saved, but has to tell his story for the rest of his life.

November 16-18, 2001
In case of a weekend emergency, contact the tutor(s) on call at home by phone or by cell phone if they are not at home.